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Abstract: Storytelling is a valuable tradition that plays a crucial role in child development, fostering cre-
ativity and a sense of agency. However, many children often consume stories passively, missing out on the
opportunity to participate in the creative process. To address this, we propose a storytelling system that
creates adventure-type stories with multiple branches that users can explore. We generate these interactive
stories using a character drawing as input, with visual features extraction using GPT-4. By leveraging LLM
hallucinations, we generate interactive stories using user feedback as a prompt. Finally, we refine the quality
of the generated story through a complexity analysis algorithm. We believe that the use of a drawing as
input further improves the engagement in the story and characters.

1. Introduction

Creativity is increasingly recognized as a crucial aspect of

the modern working environment. In the context of child de-

velopment, creativity plays a pivotal role in fostering learn-

ing and growth [5], which extends to adulthood. As a re-

sult, there has been a growing interest in leveraging cre-

ative artificial intelligence (AI) and exploring the use of AI

agents to stimulate children’s creativity. Previous research

has demonstrated the positive effects of incorporating AI

agents with creative abilities in enhancing children’s creative

thinking. Additionally, the use of storytelling robots and

virtual characters as interactive tools has gained traction in

recent years [17]. In this paper, we propose MyStoryKnight,

an interactive AI tool for generating stories.

Our proposed system is intended to promote children’s

creativity through storytelling, a popular activity for enter-

taining and bonding [17]. Both storymaking and storytelling

contribute to the development of verbal and social skills

[3], [14], such as broadening the vocanulary and improving

narrative comprehension. Besides, creating fictional worlds

and characters helps children improve their language skills,

both in comprehension and usage [1]. In MyStoryKnight,

users, together with an AI, co-create stories with multiple

explorable branches.
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Despite all the benefits of practicing storytelling, many

children do not have the opportunity to engage in interac-

tive storytelling. MyStoryKnight addresses this problem by

generating an adventure-type story through LLM halluci-

nations. Figure 1 shows an overview of our system. Our

system uses drawings of characters as input, and generates

an unfolding story that the user can navigate through based

on their choices. Using a complexity analysis algorithm, we

guide the LLM hallucinations to generate a coherent and

consistent story. Resulting in a story that is both engaging

and easy to follow.

Our contributions are:

• Storytelling system that uses the character drawing as

a basis for the story.

• LLM hallucinations to generate an adventure-type story

with user navigation.

• Complexity analysis of story generation for coherency

and consistency.

2. Related Work

2.1 Interactive Storytelling

Interactive storytelling is a form of storytelling in which

the audience is an active participant [19]. Interactive story-

telling has been shown to be an effective way of building and

strengthening relationships [15], also playing an important

role in parent-child bonding [20]. Interactive stories stim-

ulate thinking and imagination [4], and help children make

sense of their world through shared experiences [14].

Prior work has explored physical interactivity through the

use of tangible objects [14] to create stories, and physical

gestures to control characters [10] or generate stories [21].

Other studies have explored the use of sketches to influence



Fig. 1 MyStoryKnight system overview. Drawing is anaylzed with GPT-4. Backstory and
action choices are presented to the user. Story unfolds based on user choice.

character behavior and plot development [4]. However, these

studies have not explored the use of character drawings as

the driving force behind the story.

2.2 AI Storytelling

AI usage has been experiencing a surge in popularity in re-

cent years, with many applications in the creative arts. Gen-

erative AI especially has the potential to contribute to cre-

ative processes [18]. One such creative process could be sto-

rytelling. Prior work has explored how generative AI can be

used to create stories [1], and even collaborate in story gen-

eration with humans [16]. Other studies explored how gen-

erative AI can be used to expand existing story worlds [2], or

generate multi-modal storytelling experiences [8]. However,

while consistency and coherency are essential in storytelling,

they are often overlooked in AI-generated stories.

2.3 Storytelling with Children

Children oriented storytelling has been explored widely in

the past. Prior work has explored the use of robots as sto-

rytelling companions [17], and the use of virtual characters

to promote collaboreation [10]. Other studies have explored

the use of AI agents to stimulate children’s creativity [5].

Other studies have shown how AI can support parent-child

bonding [20], and encourage physical interaction and play

[21]. However, utilizing hallucinations to generate stories

has not been explored in the context of user-agency for sto-

rytelling with children.

3. System Overview

We designed MyStoryKnight, an interactive story-

telling that uses drawings as input and utilizes LLM hal-

lucinations to generate a branching story. Agency is a crit-

ical factor in interactive storytelling [4], as it promotes en-

gagement and immersion [20]. Our system supports user

agency by allowing users to navigate the story through their

choices. Additionally, we use a complexity analysis algo-

rithm to guide the LLM hallucinations to generate a coher-

ent and consistent story, fitting for children’s comprehen-

sion.

3.1 System Architecture

The system consists of three main components:

( 1 ) Drawing Analysis: Extracting visual features from

the user’s drawing. The visual features are used as a

prompt for the LLM to hallucinate a character descrip-

tion and a background story.

( 2 ) Story Generator: Story is generated based on user

selection on a set of actions. LLM hallucinations are

used to generate both the story and actions.

( 3 ) Complexity Analysis: Natural language processing

(NLP) techniques are used to analyze the story’s co-

herency and consistency. The results are used to guide

the LLM hallucinations.

To achieve our goals, we utilize GPT-4 [13] for drawing anal-

ysis and story generation. Additionally, we use spacy [9] in

addition to GPT-4 for complexity analysis. The system is

implemented with Django, a Python web framework [7], and

React, a JavaScript library for building user interfaces [6].

4. User Interface

The user interface is shown in Figure 2. The main inter-

action screen consists of an action selection area (bottom),

a restart button (top-right), a microphone indication toggle

(bottom-left), and a story output panel (center).

Fig. 2 Mockup of the user interface.

The system uses a webcam to scan and identify user draw-

ings which are then uploaded and analyzed. The story is



then told using speech synthesis with the OpenAI API [12],

and story images are generated using DALL-E [11]. The

generated images are optimized to maintain a style similar

to that of the user. Actions are then presented to the user,

and these could be activated by clicking, or alternatively by

voice commands. The user can also choose to restart the

story at any point.

5. Experiencing MyStoryKnight

In this section, we describe the interaction flow of the sys-

tem.

Our story begind with a few colord strokes on a

piece of paper.

The user draws a character on a piece of paper, and the

system scans the drawing using a webcam (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 An example of a user drawing. A drawing of a knight,
generated with OpenAI’s DALL-E [11].

The drawing is then uploaded to the system and analyzed.

The system then generates a character description and a

background story based on the drawing. The background

story is then told to the user.

Sir Colorful, the most vibrant knight in all the

land. Each color on Sir Colorfuls armor and

shield represents a virtue: blue for loyalty, yellow

for generosity, green for hope, and red for courage.

With his trusty sword and shield, Sir Colorful is

ready to face any challenge.

The user is then presented with a set of actions to choose

from: Go to tournament or Run away. These choices

are then fed into GPT-4 to generate the next part of

the story, and the next set of actions. The user chooses

Go to tournament and the story continues (Fig. 4).

The tournament hall was filled with knights from

all across the realms, each one more colorful than

the last. Sir Colorful was eager to make new

friends and show off his skills. But first he had

to comence his training.

This leads to the following actions: Jousting and

Fig. 4 An example output of the system, the t́ournament halĺ.
Generated with OpenAI’s DALL-E [11].

Weight lifting. The user makes their choice and the story

continues. This process repeats until the user chooses to end

the story.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented MyStoryKnight, an interac-

tive storytelling system that uses character drawings as in-

put. We generate an adventure-type story with multiple ex-

plorable branches using LLM hallucinations. Additionally,

we use a complexity analysis algorithm to guide the LLM

hallucinations to generate a coherent and consistent story.

We believe that the use of a drawing as input further im-

proves the engagement in the story and characters. In the

future we plan to hold a user study to evaluate the effective-

ness of our system in promoting creativity and engagement.
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